
LEARN - COLLABORATE - ACT 

IMPACT RISK
COLLECTIVE

The IRC is a forum to exchange ideas and develop approaches for
the pivotal role risk management has to play in redressing the
balance between people, planet and profit. The IRC is aimed at
those who want a world where business leaves a legacy for the
future that we are proud of. 

Terms of Reference

Create a space to explore ideas
Provide a forum for sharing the latest tools and techniques
Promote collaboration between complementary disciplines 
Research, collate and share information relating to people &
planet impact 
Help members navigate the complex landscape of competing
requirements (e.g. disclosure)
Increase members’ knowledge in related areas through
training sessions
Move beyond theory, delving deeper into topics that matter
to members and taking practical steps to redressing the
balance

We provide the space for practitioners to develop practical
solutions so their businesses can help create a fairer, more
resilient future. IRC members focus on what can be done now,
rather than in 20 years’ time. . As a group, we: 

 Aims of the Collective:

Each month there will be a focus topic, voted for by members.
Exploration of the topic will be covered in the following ways:

Forum - targeted discussions held within a private LinkedIn
group

Ask the Expert - members will be able to pose questions to
relevant experts, in live sessions or offline

Surveys - input to and gain insights from surveys of the collective

Info Share - topic specific articles and research will be shared

Roundtables - curated by the IRC facilitator

Apply & Feedback - members apply aspects of their learning
from the topics and feedback to the collective

Key information from the monthly topic will be shared in a Focus Topic
Booklet.

Approach
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IRC Terms of Reference Cont...

 Additional opportunities you can get by being part of the IRC:

Contribute to thought pieces in publications
Participate in active sessions with academic institutions, to advance research in the role of risk management in the business of the future 
Join or lead working groups within the collective to delve into specific planetary challenges that your business function could help to address 
Input into the IRC impact measurement project - where we look at ways we can measure the impact of the collective

“Life is like riding a bicycle. To keep your balance you must keep moving.” Albert Einstein
Recent world events have reinforced that we cannot predict the future. However, in collaborating with diverse groups of thinkers and doers, we can
continuously shape ideas based on the latest research available to us. We want to give you the opportunity to learn from and contribute to academia, to help
align theory and practice. 

Members take an active role in contributing to IRC activity such as
engaging in forum discussions and ask the expert sessions. Whilst
administrative support is provided by the facilitator the IRC is a
collective - members work together to achieve a common objective.

Membership Structure

Contribution:
Monthly contribution to the focus topic survey  (10 min ) 
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Pioneers are members who are keen to be more actively involved in
shaping the strategic direction of the IRC and the role it can play in
influencing the long term purpose of the risk management
profession. 

Quarterly attendance to strategic direction meeting (1 hr zoom)
Act as a sounding board and ambassador 

Contribution:
In addition to member contribution:

Depth and frequency of all other contribution is at your discretion.

The role of the IRC facilitator is to lead on content creation, stimulate discussion and provide
administrative support to the collective. Impact Amplified are currently conducting this role. If you or
your company are interested in becoming the facilitator please contact hello@impactamplified.co.uk
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